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Discover how to achieve your dream home on an affordable budget using these inspiring
pictures, practical tips, and easy-to-implement tutorials. Most of us don’t live in a dream home
that was custom built to suit our tastes. We have to work with a house that brings its own style,
quirks, and personality to the table. But imagine walking into this house, but it’s perfectly
designed and decorated with your style in mind—a home that fits you like a well-tailored outfit
and yet is as comfy as your favorite pair of pajamas. What would that home look like exactly?
How would it feel to live in a home styled specifically for you? The truth is, every home should
feel like a custom home and not have to break the bank. In Feels Like Home, DIY makeover
queen Marian Parsons (a.k.a. Miss Mustard Seed) teaches you what she’s learned over the
years, sharing budget-friendly practical tips that will inspire you to change your space from “blah”
to beautiful, from a builder-grade to character-rich home. Each chapter will guide you through
detailed, easy-to-implement tutorials for projects, makeovers, decorating ideas, and tips for
handling common challenges. Special note-taking spaces are also included for recording your
own design ideas. Room by room, you will be empowered to transform your house into the home
of your dreams!



The techniques and methods contained in this book are the result of the author’s experience in
working with certain materials. Care should be taken to use the proper materials and tools as
advised by the author. It is difficult to ensure that all the information given is entirely accurate and
the possibility of error can never be entirely eliminated. This book and the material contained
herein have not been examined for safety engineering, consumer and workplace safety, or
similar laws or regulations. The publisher and author will assume no liability for any injury or
damage to persons or property that may result from the use or application of any of the contents
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you.Explore book giveaways, sneak peeks, deals, and more..This may look like the parlor in a
historic home, but it’s the living room in a 1970s suburban home. Britt and Kelly Noser have
thoughtfully decorated the home in antiques found at auctions and consignment shops over the
years, creating a space that fits their aesthetic.Thomas Jefferson’s home, Monticello, in the fall
of 2013.INTRODUCTIONthe bespoke homebe·spokeadjectivemade to orderhome/hōm/
nounthe place where one livesImagine walking into a home that was designed, built, and
decorated just for you. As you look around the house, every detail feels homey and personal—it
reflects your particular style. From the architectural statements in the entryway to the finishing
touches in the master suite, the wants and needs of you and your family are brought to life here.
This home fits you like a well-tailored suit, and yet is as comfy as your favorite pair of pajamas.
As you exhale deeply and settle onto the sofa, you realize this is your dream home. This feels
like home.What would that home look like? How would it feel to live in this perfectly customized
home?Okay, let’s set this imaginary dream home aside for a moment, because the truth is that
most of us will never have a home that fulfills 100 percent of our wildest wishes and desires.
Even custom homes are usually based on floor plans that weren’t designed specifically for you,
but for someone like you. And even homes that are designed from scratch for an individual
usually end up having one thing or another that doesn’t look or function in actuality as it
promised to on paper.Thomas Jefferson, who famously designed his own dream home,
Monticello, made many major and minor modifications to it over a period of forty years. Forty
years!So then, is the perfect, customized, bespoke home an elusive dream?I propose that a
bespoke home, a house that feels more like home than any other place in the world, is a
process, not a destination. It’s not all about aesthetics and architecture, but about the feeling the
space evokes.If owning and living in a bespoke, personalized home is a process, then that offers
hope for all of the cookie-cutter, builder-grade, non-custom homes, condos, studios,
apartments, and town houses that populate neighborhoods across the US and for the people
like us who live in them! We can customize each space, one little step at a time, bringing our
idea of what feels like home to life, until we delight in each room of our house. It’s not perfect, but
rather perfectly suited to us.Because you are reading this book, you probably have a general
idea of what you like in a home. You may, however, be lacking the confidence, complete vision,
or the know-how to execute those ideas in your house. And I know from personal experience
and from helping my readers online for over ten years that the idea of tackling one room, much
less an entire house, can seem daunting when the finish line is vague. That’s why I wrote this
book for you. We all might have different starting lines, but we can all start! That’s truly the first
step.Feels Like Home is the firing shot you need to get started, and it’s the coach to guide you
along your way. This journey is unique in that there is no time limit, there is no competition, and
you are the one who decides where the finish line is. You are the one who determines what
home feels like for you and your family. This is not dictated by trends, standards set by
designers, or by glossy pictures in magazines or on blogs, Instagram, or Pinterest, but by you.



The pressure is off when your room doesn’t have to be compared to or compete with those
standards.I once stumbled upon a board on Pinterest titled “The Home I’ll Never Have.” I
remember feeling sad for the creator of the board, who filled it with beautiful images of rooms
that felt way out of her reach.Maybe you feel like that woman. Maybe you are that woman and
that was your board! Either way, I’m glad you have this book in your hands. As a longtime lover of
all things home, with a passion for empowering and inspiring others, I’m excited about
encouraging and supporting you. I firmly believe in your ability to transform your home from
uninspired to uniquely yours. There is potential under your roof that you may not have thought
possible, and together we will find a way to reveal it. You can inspire your home with your
character, personality, and charm. I’m going to teach you what I have learned over the years and
share how I’ve transformed my 2004 builder-beige suburban house into a home that feels like
ours. Are you ready to join me?I extend my hand to you as we embrace this journey
together.HOW TO USE THIS BOOKWell, first of all, you can use this book however you want!
(And you are welcome that I am not bossing you around with your own purchase.) But I’d like to
give some suggestions, particularly for those who get easily overwhelmed or experience
decision fatigue after deciding simply what to eat for breakfast. I don’t want this book to feel like
a new to-do list. This book isn’t asking anything of you or telling you what’s beautiful or what’s
ugly, what’s right or what’s wrong. This book, first and foremost, should be a resource that
inspires and encourages you.Here are some suggestions to get the most out of this book
depending on your area of interest.InstructionI have included nine project tutorials in this book
and dozens of tips, tools, and suggestions to teach you what I’ve learned over twenty years of
home and decorating projects. If you read decorating books and wish they shared how they
painted those cabinets or installed that trim, well, you’ve come to the right book. I’ll show you
how.InspirationI love to read decorating books, and by “read,” I mean flip through them and look
at the pictures, seeing what jumps out at me and what I can use in my own spaces. This book
can be that, too. Just a place to visit as a jumping-off point for your own creativity. We may have
differing design aesthetics, but the principles, ideas, and projects can all be translated to fit your
own personal style.MotivationThis is a key component to transforming a home. Whether you’re
doing DIY projects, hiring out, or a combination of the two, I hope this book will be like an energy
drink that jolts you into action (except longer lasting and more enjoyable). I’ve included a variety
of prompts, exercises, and quick activities that can get you excited and moving! Really, if you’re
feeling in a funk, just try one of the assignments, and I can almost guarantee you’ll be flush with
new ideas.EncouragementWhen we take in dozens (if not hundreds) of images scrolling through
Instagram or Pinterest, we often miss—or risk missing—this crucial component. We’re just
seeing beautiful, finished, styled, and photoshopped spaces, and we don’t always stop to read
the captions. We’re missing out on the commentary and the story behind the space… the hard
work it took to get there, the tears shed over ordering a mirror that didn’t fit, or the can of paint
that was accidentally spilled all over the floor mid-project. When we miss the stories and
experiences, those beautiful images can feel hollow and even discouraging. It can bring out



“must be nice” sorts of feelings. I hope this book will help you slow down, appreciate the patient
process, and internalize the idea that you, too, can do this.CHAPTER IWHAT DOES home FEEL
LIKE?WE SHAPE OUR BUILDINGS AND AFTERWARDS OUR BUILDINGS SHAPE US.—
WINSTON CHURCHILLWhenever I’m asked where I’m from, the answer is complicated. I’m not
really from any one particular place.I grew up in a military family, as an Army brat. BRAT, for
those who don’t know, means “born, raised, and trapped.” It also means we moved a lot, so
home was literally a moving target for me. Because the location changed every two to four years
until I was an adult, home was never a specific place. Home was people and the things that were
packed in the truck and moved with us. It was the homes of my grand-parents, which were
constant through the years and we would visit during the summers. It was the European style
that I fell in love with while growing up on military bases in Germany. It was lush green hills. It was
the afghan my great-grandmother crocheted that was always folded over the back of the sofa. It
was painted dollhouse furniture. It was smells and sounds and foods and feelings.For me, home
is a result of those good memories mingled with an ideal of new memories I want to create.As I
look at how my home is decorated now as well as how my style has developed over the years, I
see that all of my choices lead back to what feels like home to me. While I have consciously
made choices based on aesthetics and function, there has always been an underlying current,
barely perceptible yet ever present, that, until recently, I didn’t even notice. It’s the silent question
that I never have to consciously ask before I make a purchase:Does this feel like home?
Expectation, Meet RealityBefore we dive deeper into what feels like home, I need to set the
stage for you to give you some context for why I wanted to write this book.When our house hunt
in Rochester, Minnesota, began, I made a list of things I wanted in a house and things that, if
they were present within those walls, would be deal-breakers for me. I’m sure you’ve been there
before! That list, when stacked against prospective homes on the market, can often require
moderate if not drastic compromises.Some things on my particular wish list were a good floor
plan, a gas range, living spaces that were optimized for entertaining, lots of natural light, and
extra rooms (or an outbuilding) that could accommodate my home-based business. For our
family of four, my husband, Jeff, and I also wanted four bedrooms, a two-car garage (it is
Minnesota, after all), and close proximity to the boys’ school and my husband’s place of
work.This list was based on experience, practicality, and preferences, but it was also based on
our idea of home. Any home Jeff and I ever took note of as we drove by fit this idea. We would
say things like, “Man, it would feel so good to drive up the driveway to that house every day.” That
is the kind of house we wanted.To me, that meant an old house—one with creaky floors and
wavy-glassed windows and rich with the stories of families who had lived there through the
generations. This was a nonnegotiable for me. I set the search parameters at a maximum date of
1940 and a minimum date of 0. If it was required for us to add electricity, plumbing, running
water, and Wi-Fi, I could live with that. Not really, but it had to be old. I felt like my heart needed
an old house in order to feel completely and utterly at home there.At the top of my deal-breaker
list was a cookie-cutter suburban home. Especially one with a two-story foyer that I considered



to be a colossal waste of space that also posed head-scratching decorating challenges. I didn’t
want a home that was basic, boring, beige, or common. I made the assumption there would
always be a disconnect between that kind of house and my idea of home.At the top of Jeff’s deal-
breaker list was a fixer-upper. Jeff was a grad student at the time and would be working a new
full-time job, and the idea of a full renovation with everything else on his plate was just more than
he could stomach.I started my online search with optimism. I thought of all of the picturesque
Minnesota farmhouses dotting the expansive farmlands surrounding Rochester. I dreamed of a
hundred-year-old home with good bones and all of the modern amenities. As I dug deeper and
deeper in the online listings, I realized that my wish list was all but worthless.Expectation, meet
Reality. You two might not get along.I am sure I’m not the only one who has approached a house
hunt with the giddiness of a girl expecting a pony for her birthday, only to be introduced to the
fact that practicality often overrides dreams. The former wins out over the latter in all but the
most magical of circumstances.Not being one to brood, I revisited both of my lists and started
making adjustments.Now, I’m saying “I” in all of this not because Jeff didn’t care what kind of
house we bought, but because he knew I would have to love it first and then he could be the final
stamp of approval. As much as I wanted him to just agree with whatever I loved, that stamp of
approval was the most important part. You see, I have “lost-dog syndrome” for houses, and we
would’ve ended up an hour away from the boys’ school in some dilapidated farmhouse with
good bones if it had been entirely left up to me!So, I revisited my lists, adjusted my date range in
the search criteria, and started the hunt again. I purposed to apply one of the many lessons I
have learned from years of restoring furniture: The most surprisingly wonderful pieces can often
be found in the most unexpected places. With a renewed outlook, I began looking at any house
that met the bare minimum requirements, and this time kept an open mind.I’ll give you one
guess what kind of house we ended up buying. Yep, we ended up purchasing a very beige,
suburban home. With a two-story foyer!The reason we bought a home that didn’t check every
box on my wish list and, in fact, checked a few boxes on my deal-breaker list is that, unless you
are single with an unlimited budget, purchasing a home isn’t all about you and what you want.
There is a variety of factors that have to be weighed, from commute times and school districts to
budget and the kind of location that will suit your family’s lifestyle. We had a pretty lofty list of
needs and wants, and it became clear that I was the only one in my family who deemed the age
of the house a significant sticking point.So, we bought what I would consider to be an “upgraded
builder-grade home.” It still sported the builder-basic fixtures, the off-white and beige color
scheme, and the wall-to-wall carpet. Although, it clearly benefited from some generous extras,
like a finished basement, built-in cabinetry, a sunroom addition, a split staircase, and crown
molding added to some of the rooms. These features made it easy for me to forgive the fact that
it wasn’t the old farmhouse I dreamed of.Before we moved into the house, I pored over pictures
of it and dreamed about how I could make this house truly feel like home. In those early days of
planning, I realized all the potential held in these walls. This house wasn’t a fixer-upper. It didn’t
have major cosmetic flaws or dated design choices that needed to be undone. It was simply a



sea of beige that needed an injection of character. It needed to be filled with the things that carry
our stories, the colors, textures, and pieces that would make it feel like ours.This is the third
house Jeff and I have owned, and I learned something from the other two. Neither of them was
love at first sight. Neither of them felt like home right away. In fact, we bought both of them
because they were the best we could afford at the time. But when it was time to move on and sell
each of them, I felt a deep affection for those houses that grew out of the work Jeff and I put into
them as well as the life we lived there. I loved them because we made them our home.The reality
of your current house may have fallen short of your expectation, by an inch or by a mile, but I
would encourage you to not judge the house too harshly for not living up to your dreams. Give it
a chance to show its potential. Give it time to feel like home. Instead of pointing out the flaws,
quirks, and unflattering design choices it may have been subjected to, approach your home with
optimism and hope. Take a moment and listen to it.The Art of Listening to Your HomeListen to
your house. I am not saying that your house and its contents have a soul and will speak audibly
to you. (Before you think I’m totally crazy and find a decorating book that is more sensible, let me
clarify that.) The house is a house. It’s an inanimate object. But like a glove, it comes to life when
a human inhabits it.Whether you realize it or not, your home has taken on some of your
personality, simply because you live in it. Your house brings some personality (and history) of its
own to the table as well, though. Some homes are very outspoken and stubborn, engaging in a
fiery debate with you. If you have one of those houses, you know just what I’m talking about! In
contrast, there are homes that are mild mannered, agreeable, and easygoing, happily complying
with your ideas and projects.One of my friends, Suzanne, put it perfectly. She bought a 1700s
manor house in Virginia and was restoring and furnishing it to use as an event and vacation
rental. She was describing the decorating process to me over lunch one day and said, “If we put
a piece of furniture in that house that it didn’t like, it would just spit that piece of furniture right
back out at us.” She drew her head back and dramatically acted out spitting something across
the room to make the point. The description evoked images of a chair being hurled out the front
door, landing somewhere in the lawn, and I couldn’t help but laugh. That is a stubborn
house.What Suzanne was really saying in that story was that she was listening to the house and
was willing to change a decision she made that wasn’t working with its personality. It was picky
and opinionated, just like an older woman who knows her mind after decades of experience.
Suzanne embraced that, and I can tell you from seeing the home in person that the end result
benefited from the collaboration.So, how do you have a conversation with your house (and not
feel like a lunatic in the process)? Well, you might feel like a lunatic, but just hang in there with
me. This really is a valuable step, and I promise that you don’t have to say anything out loud. Just
get out a notepad, and take some time to really observe your house. While the focus of this book
is on your tastes and preferences and what feels like home to you, the house, by default, is a
part of that equation. It’s important to take time to recognize what the house is bringing to that
equation so you can take advantage of the strengths that work for you and address the
weaknesses that don’t.The tone and design of the ornate woodwork in this beautiful 1700s



home dictated the scale and style of the furnishings and decor used in each room.Let’s start with
these questions:WHAT IS THE STYLE OF THIS HOUSE?If you’re not sure, let’s try breaking
style down into three categories:1. TRADITIONAL: These homes are grounded in designs that
are borrowed from older homes, like a four-square floor plan and central staircase. This would
include all colonials, Tudors, Victorians, and craftsman-, antebellum-, and farmhouse-style,
etc.2. MODERN: These homes are typically clean lined, geometric, and open concept. They are
made of modern materials and have unconventional floor plans and decorating elements. This
category would include midcentury-modern, industrial, loft, and contemporary homes.3.
COUNTRY: These homes are quaint and generally on the smaller side. Think dormers and
sloped ceilings on the second story. This category includes cottages, Cape Cods, bungalows,
and storybook-style homes.Of course, some homes might bridge a couple of categories, like a
1980s ranch house that has a more modern floor plan but traditional design elements. There is
also a myriad of home styles that I didn’t name, because this would be a very long chapter if I
tried to cover them all. Just do your best to define the style of your house.The Noser family
renovated this 1970s suburban home to look like a classic saltbox house.WHICH CATEGORY
DOES IT FIT IN BEST? WHAT STYLE WILL LOOK BEST IN THE HOUSE?Think furnishings,
colors, fabrics, finishing touches, architectural details, etc. Just because a home was built in the
1990s doesn’t mean furniture stolen from the set of Full House is going to look best in it.Maybe
you have a nice collection of antiques and you moved into a contemporary-style home. You can
still use antiques in a sleek and modern home, but you might choose to use furnishings that are
industrial, clean-lined Shaker-style, or simple primitive pieces.When we moved into our thirteen-
year-old suburban home, I learned that the primitive pieces that worked so well in my 1940s
Cape Cod didn’t fit in the more traditional style of our new house. Next to the two-story foyer,
grand staircase, and nine-foot ceilings, the primitive pieces looked dinky and the chipping paint
just looked grubby. My European antiques, though, the curvy French chairs and pine wardrobes,
looked perfect, so I edited. I modified my style slightly to create a more cohesive relationship
between the decor and the home.Michael Wurm Jr.’s 1990s kitchen got a complete overhaul to
blend modern convenience with the classic style of his 1950s suburban home.HAVE ANY
CHANGES BEEN MADE TO THE HOME, EITHER BY PREVIOUS OWNERS OR EVEN BY
THE DESIGNER/BUILDER THAT LOOK OUT OF PLACE?If someone has lived in the house
before you, chances are they injected their personal taste in some permanent or semipermanent
way and now you’ve inherited it. It might be gleaming black granite floors that are too modern for
a traditional foyer or damask wallpaper that is completely out of place in your mid-century
modern home.Sometimes these changes can distract from the true beauty and even the true
style of a home. Identifying those out-of-character changes can often help you look past them
and see the true potential of a space.TAKE A MINUTE TO APPRECIATE YOUR HOUSE. WHAT
ELEMENTS ALREADY FEEL LIKE HOME?Set aside all of the potential in the house for just a
minute and list all the things you appreciate about your home as it is right now. What elements
already feel like home?During the course of working on our suburban home, I came to realize I



was approaching it with a bit of disappointment trailing along. While it is a beautiful house, it
didn’t really feel like our home. So, I was focused on what it wasn’t and not everything that it was.
I was selling this home short… misjudging it simply because it wasn’t the old house I was
dreaming about.One of my blog readers wisely pointed out, “All old homes were once
new.”When I looked at our home from that perspective, I was able to see all of the things this
thirteen-year-old, well-built suburban home had in common with many things I love about old
homes—transom windows above the doors, a back staircase, arched doorways, a “butler’s
pantry,” and built-in furniture. Beyond that, it has high ceilings, beautiful light, a cleverly designed
floor plan, and many other attractive qualities.This house could be a great old home fifty or one
hundred years down the road, and I get to be a part of that story, a part of building on the
foundations of making it a great old home.I started approaching the house with a new
appreciation for what it was. It’s not an old house and I don’t need to try to make it look like one.
It’s not a farmhouse and I don’t need to try to stuff it inside of that box. Doing that to this beautiful
home, which can stand on its own two feet quite well, would be a disservice.WHAT ARE FIVE
AREAS WHERE THERE IS POTENTIAL FOR ADDING YOUR PERSONALITY AND
CHARACTER?Now you can make those lists of everything you want to do! How can you add
some character and visual interest to your home? You don’t need to list every project in every
room (unless you want to), because that might be overwhelming. Just list five areas.If you’re not
sure of specific projects you want to do, identify five places that are bare or lacking in
personality, and I’ll share loads of ideas for those as we get further along in this book.WHAT
FEELS LIKE HOME TO YOU?I was initially going to ask you to try to identify your style here, but
I realized that’s the wrong question to ask. We are capable of liking and appreciating all sorts of
styles, and I would argue that the true, authentic style of most people can’t be succinctly defined.
Typically, someone’s personal style doesn’t fit into a nice, neat category. It usually crosses over a
few different categories and bends the rules. And it takes time, practice, and some self-
awareness to develop. You have to start decorating, allowing lessons to be learned through trial
and error, for your style to become evident.Miles Davis, the legendary jazz musician, put it like
this, “Sometimes you have to play a long time to be able to play like yourself.” I originally heard
this misquoted as “Sometimes it takes a long time to sound like yourself.” Both sentiments are
true. In this case, sometimes it takes practice to find your unique aesthetic voice. One of my
artistic friends, Jeanne Oliver, says it this way: “You practice your way into your style.”I’ve been
writing a decorating blog for almost ten years, have written hundreds of tutorials and articles
about style for home magazines and websites, and I’m still not sure I can easily define my style! I
like antiques, white ironstone china, European furniture, farmhouse primitives, and blue and
white with splashes of green and warm wood tones. Basically, a combination of those good
memories I shared earlier along with the memories I want to create.When pinned down a few
years ago to define my decorating style for an interview, I boiled it down to the phrase French
blue, farmhouse white, but that’s not the kind of answer you’ll find in a style quiz. And I’m still not
sure it fully encapsulates my style or what feels like home to me, but it’s a stab at putting a few



words to my personal decorating tastes and it’s helped me stay true to that style as trends have
come and gone.What is more important than the specific style is this—does it feel like home to
you? When each decorating decision is run through that filter, your authentic style has the
opportunity to shine through.So, let’s skip the style quiz and try an exercise.ONE: Write down
some words that you would use to identify your style. As I did, write down what you like—
furniture, colors, patterns, etc. Where do you like to shop? What catalog always entices you to
flip through the pages? What TV shows and movies are more about the house than the story for
you? It’s okay if the list is short or if it fills up several pages. Writing it all down will (hopefully)
bring out patterns.TWO: Write down what home feels like to you. What are your best memories
of home? What kinds of memories do you want to create? What kinds of things have you
surrounded yourself with over the years? What does home smell like? What does it sound like?
This list might be a close reflection of the home you grew up in, but it might have more to do with
a place you stayed, a friend’s house that you visited often and where you always felt welcome, or
a vacation destination that was inexplicably familiar. It might be more about what you want home
to feel like for your children or grandchildren. Sometimes what feels like home to us isn’t easily
explained. It just does.THREE: Compare the two lists. Where do your preferences intersect with
your idea of home?This exercise can get you out of a style box that you or someone else may
have put you in or you got into by following trends and style quizzes. My hope is these answers
will allow you to simply love what you love, whether a particular style can be defined or
not.DOES YOUR CURRENT HOUSE FEEL LIKE HOME?In the case of our suburban home, it
didn’t feel like home right away. There were so many choices that I would’ve made differently,
and I felt that tension as we moved our things into the house. There was definitely a disconnect
between the style of our furniture and accessories, all of the things we’ve collected and curated
over the years, and the style of the house.The positive thing in our case was that the disconnect
was largely cosmetic and I knew that a lot of paint as well as some other customizations would
be a bridge. I just needed to focus on the common ground.So what about your house? Does it
feel like home? Or does it feel like you’re just parked there for a while until it’s time to move on to
the next place that will, hopefully, feel like home? If that’s the case, don’t wait! We can waste a lot
of time waiting for the next thing that will be “perfect,” searching for the greener grass. Let’s work
together on making that house, yes, your house, feel like your home.WHAT IS THE COMMON
GROUND BETWEEN YOUR IDEA OF HOME AND THE STYLE OF THE HOUSE?If you’re
dealing with that same tension that I felt moving into our current home, thinking through this
question might help you out! Focus on where there are similarities between your house and what
feels like home to you. Maybe they both have clean lines or a traditional feel. Perhaps
commonality isn’t found in a specific design element, but in the feelings they evoke. Maybe they
are both whimsical or practical. Maybe it’s the location—the mountains, or the beach, or
sprawling farmlands, or a big sky that feels like home. Focus on the things that are right.Finding
those touch points can give you a great idea of what you can build on. (They can also be a great
encouragement! It’s sort of like intentionally searching for a few things you can admire or respect



about a disagreeable person. When you ponder their good qualities, your opinion of them starts
to improve.)ARE YOU CURRENTLY WORKING WITH YOUR HOME OR FIGHTING AGAINST
IT?Fighting against the style of a home can be exhausting, and you often end up with parts of
your home that look like your style and other parts that look distinctively different. It can feel
disjointed and forced. And did I mention it’s also exhausting? If you’re approaching this book
already feeling tired from that fight, take a deep breath.My hope is that thinking through these
questions will give you a new appreciation for your house so you can bring out the best and
gently coax more of your style out of the areas that don’t work for you. This should be a joy-filled
journey, not a battle.WHAT WOULD WORKING WITH YOUR HOME LOOK LIKE?This is going
to be different for everyone, but imagine shifting your focus from hiding what you don’t like about
your house to accentuating what you do like. What would that look like?HOW CAN YOU BRING
OUT THE BEST ASSETS OF YOUR HOME?Even if it’s just the light that streams into the
windows in the evening or the flowering tree that shades the backyard or the layout. Discover the
things you love, the things that are charming, unique, quirky, beautiful, and that feel homey. How
can you make those shine?WHAT IS YOUR HOUSE SAYING NOW THAT YOU ARE
LISTENING?Take some time to really think about this.Be open.Be observant.Be hopeful.Be an
optimist.Be a dreamer.Be a student of your home.Mistakes will be made, but mistakes are a part
of the process. Look long-term. Allow these ideas to be more than just what you can accomplish
in the next few weekends. What could your home look like in a year, five years, ten years? What
projects will likely survive through decades of design trends? What customizations will make the
most impact?Listening to your house and appreciating it for what it is doesn’t mean you don’t
make any changes, updates, modifications, or improvements. I would even argue that it does
mean that, because all dynamic relationships require work. It doesn’t mean the house needs to
be architecturally preserved or restored to the way it looked the day it was built. It doesn’t mean
that your aesthetic voice is drowned out by 1980s brass fixtures and glossy oak cabinetry. You’re
welcome for that confirmation!Listening to your house means that you are approaching it with an
attitude of openness and comradery. You and your house are on the same team! This is not a
battle of wills, you attempting to forcefully bend every stud and floorboard to your plan. If a house
could express any human emotion, I’m sure it would express the desire to be cared for, even
loved, and to be a shelter for many families through many years. (Remember, this is coming from
someone who views any dilapidated house as one that should be adopted and cared for like a
mangy puppy found by the side of the road.)One thing that great old houses have in common,
the ones that you sneak a picture of when you’re walking through charming downtown areas and
historic neighborhoods, is that they look like they have been well loved and cared for. The yards
have been tended, and updates have been made with intention and respect. They exude this
sort of quiet grace and confidence. I’ve been here for one hundred years and I still look pretty
darn good.So, make thoughtful changes that will help your house age well. Take a
sledgehammer and knock down the wall that will let in more light, shed the popcorn ceiling, and
paint the dark paneling. Rip out the carpet and remove the dated fixtures. Do it all for you and the



house, working together to transform it into a beautiful, story-filled home for you and your family
and all of the future families who will one day be lucky enough to live there.CHAPTER
IITELLING YOUR STORY BY ADDING characterDECORATING IS AUTOBIOGRAPHY.—
GLORIA VANDERBILTHome Is Where You FitI recently read, in Lydia Brownback’s devotional
Contentment, a simple and true definition of home: “Home is where you fit.”Why is it that a
hospital room doesn’t feel like home? Why is it that an office cubicle (even though we might
spend the majority of our waking hours there and have pictures of our kids tacked up on the
walls) doesn’t feel like home? What is it that makes a hotel, even a luxurious one, not quite feel
like home?They may be charming and have character from an architectural standpoint. You may
be cared for and comfortable. But those places rarely, if ever, have that magical combination of
things that you select and arrange specifically to your tastes. That magical combination, more
often than not, is found in the abundance of little details that all add up to make your home
different from every other place on earth.Simply put, it’s where you fit.What if the place where
you’re currently living doesn’t feel like home? It’s the best house you could afford. It was the
house that was in the right location. It met most of the needs and a few of the wants. It’s a
beautiful house and may be someone’s dream house, but it’s not quite yours.Remember that
imaginary dream home we talked about at the very beginning of the book? Imagine that house
once again. Why is it your dream house? Why does it feel like home to you? What color is it?
What does it feel like in the summer? Or in winter? What are the design elements that make that
house your dream home?It’s time to get specific. There are no restrictions and budget isn’t an
issue here—you’re just daydreaming at this point.What material are the kitchen counters? What
style are the doorknobs? Are the bathroom faucets nickel or chrome or brass or black or
bronze? How are the windows dressed? What kinds of plants and bushes line the front garden?
What flooring material is used in each space? What colors are on the walls? What trims and
moldings are found throughout the home? Is there wallpaper, exposed brick, beamed ceilings,
an open staircase?I could ask a thousand other questions, and I’m sure that if you’ve been
through the home-building process, you’ve had to answer thousands of questions like those!
The point of these questions isn’t to overwhelm you or to get you thinking about all of the things
you wish you had. (In fact, I’m all about loving the actual home you’re in, and we’ll dive into that in
a later chapter.) The point of thinking about your ideal details of what home feels like to you is
this: You actually can bring many of those elements into your current home!Isn’t that
encouraging? You can bring bits and pieces of your ideal home to your current house to make it
feel uniquely yours. By adding layers, creating strong focal points, making smart purchases,
introducing a touch of the unexpected, and pulling it all together in the way that only you can,
whatever you have to work with can become a beautiful, character-rich home that feels more like
your home than you ever would have imagined.Telling Your Story Five WaysThink about one of
your favorite things right now. It could be a food, a TV show, a piece of clothing. Got it? Think
about why you love it. I’m guessing you can spout out a pretty decent list of why that thing is a
favorite. The TV show has deep stories, it makes me laugh, I’ve grown to care about the



characters, etc. I love this shirt because it’s flattering and comfortable, and I can wear it around
the house, to work, or out to dinner.We are drawn to something, not for one reason, but for many
reasons.Now, I need you to lean in close, because I’m going to share a secret with you. Five
secrets, actually. These are the secrets that take a space from nice to wow, you did this?! Just
like your favorite ice cream, song, or movie, it’s not one thing that makes it great. It’s a collection
of several things that, when you know how to combine them, create a unique space you and
your family will love.ONE: SELECT A STATEMENT PIECEA statement piece is your muse. It’s
the thing that is the compass for the rest of the room. It’s important to identify this first (or early in
the process) so all future decisions can complement and support that statement piece.Can a
statement piece be anything? Yes! It can be anything that inspires you. However, there are a few
important things to consider.This stunning buffalo-check sectional was chosen to be a statement
piece in an otherwise neutral living room.YOU HAVE TO LOVE, LOVE IT AND IT HAS TO FEEL
LIKE HOME TO YOU.In my experience, a statement piece usually finds you more than you find
it. It’s the kind of thing you trip across in a late-night internet browsing session on Craigslist or
you find when you hit an antique store at just the right time. Sometimes you already have the
piece and you use it in an entirely new way that makes it noticeable and special. It’s pure
decorating magic when that happens! Whether you have it or shop for it, the piece should make
you stop in your tracks. It should make your heart flutter and evoke strong positive feelings. It
should make you irrationally paranoid that someone else is going to snap it up before you can
get your hands on it.You have to more than love it. You have to love love it. If you’re going to build
a room around it and perhaps cause a lot of upheaval to give it the perfect place where it can be
featured in your home, it has to fit into your idea of home, or it will always feel a little off.Follow
your gut on these statement pieces. Typically, a statement piece will be a love-it-or-hate-it thing,
so while I would advise you to listen to the opinion of your spouse, I wouldn’t let other people talk
you out of it. It’s your statement—a representation of your idea of home and your decorating
voice. It might be conventional, but it might be completely off-the-wall. Let it be. Embrace it. It’s
going in your home to be a feature, a point of conversation, and something that is unique.Select
the piece with confidence and run with it.IT SHOULD MAKE A STATEMENT.This seems
obvious, but we are trained to buy things for our home that are neutral or expected. When you
browse furniture and home decor offerings online or in stores, a large percentage of what is
available is beige, gray, white, and brown. It’s inoffensive and quiet. It’s meant to shrink into the
background in the hopes that it will stay that way for at least a decade and won’t look d-a-t-e-d. (I
whispered that last word.)I feel this, too! We’re so afraid of making the wrong decision or one
that we’ll be embarrassed about in five years that we settle for things that are commonplace, and
safe. And I totally understand that.An antique portrait in an ornate gold frame commands
attention in the Nosers’ formal living room.A child-sized table that was once used in the Sunday
school room of a church is now used as a place for puzzles, games, and coloring for the
Dietzmans’ grandchildren. Situated in front of the brick fireplace, it creates an inviting focal point
in the open-concept family room, kitchen, and dining room.Be safe with carpet. Go conservative



with tile floors and countertops. Stay neutral with a sofa. But don’t do it with a statement piece.
And don’t do it with any of those things I just mentioned if they are your statement piece! I
decided to make my living room sofa a statement piece instead of a supporting piece of
necessary furniture and ordered it in blue-and-cream buffalo check. It definitely makes a
statement.IT SHOULD BE TIMELESS.I always enjoy looking at decorating books from ten,
twenty, even thirty years ago to see what was in style and pick out the elements that I would still
have in my home today. We can clearly see that harvest-gold appliances and powder-blue
bathtubs were not timeless. We can also see that a shapely wing chair, though, won’t ever go out
of style.I do think timelessness in decor is somewhat relative. I would encourage you to pick
statement pieces for your home that are timeless for you. If you’re a fellow lover of blue and white
and have been for decades, sticking with that color palette will feel timeless for you. You can’t
ever imagine not loving blue and white. You might add accent colors here and there. You might
branch out into a new color palette in a powder room or guest room. But when it comes down to
what you love, you will always land in the same place.If you are feeling a pull to another color
palette, perhaps try it out in pillows and paint before you dive headfirst and invest in a statement
piece that you might grow tired of in a few months.If you don’t have a statement piece for a room,
that might be why you feel a little lost or the room feels a little lackluster and boring. I would
suggest waiting until you figure out or find your statement piece before making too many other
design choices. You can make some changes, like arranging the furniture, identifying the focal
point, and working on the bones of the room, but don’t get too far ahead of yourself.TWO:
IDENTIFY THE FOCAL POINTCount yourself blessed when a room has an obvious and
beautiful focal point, like a fireplace, a stunning ceiling treatment, picture windows overlooking
an amazing view, or a wall of built-in cabinetry. Typically, there are one or two rooms in a home
with a strong focal point—a formal room like a living or dining room and maybe the kitchen
(because the cabinetry and appliances are built-in). The rest are boxes of drywall with closet
doors and windows as the only thing visually breaking up the monotony of the four flat
walls.Adding a focal point to a room will immediately elevate the space. From a visual
standpoint, it draws the eye, which emphasizes something you love and perhaps detracts from
things that aren’t finished or don’t suit your style. It also gives you something to arrange the rest
of the room around. For example, if there is a fireplace in a room, it gives a strong indication as to
where the furniture in the room should be placed. It makes your other decorating decisions
easier!So what if you’re starting with a room that is simply a box? A faux focal point can be
added. Here are a few ideas to try.FAUX FOCAL POINTIf you don’t have an obvious
architectural focal point, you can always create one. Add a salvaged fireplace mantel to a large,
blank wall and style it just as you would if it were surrounding a built-in, functioning fireplace.
Make this look even more convincing by painting the wall surrounded by the mantel black so it
visually recedes, and arrange the furniture around it as if it were the real deal. If you treat it as an
actual fireplace (minus the fires), guests might have to do a double take to see that it isn’t.You
can also use this trick with mirrors that look like windows or nonfunctioning shutters or doors that



lend an architectural point of interest to a room.FURNITURELarge-scale pieces of furniture are
prime candidates to use as focal points in a space lacking one. Imposing bookcases, well-made
beds, or a large hutch or buffet will stand in nicely. Just make sure the piece is large enough to
command attention and to arrange other pieces of furniture around. There isn’t a set size, but
rather it is dictated by the scale of the room.It’s also important to pick a piece that fits your style
and is interesting. If it’s a bookcase, take time to style it thoughtfully, so it “says” what you want it
to say. If it’s a bed, select interesting linens and pillows, and pay attention to how the
nightstands, lamps, and wall art frame it out. Just because the piece is big doesn’t mean it
should be the focal point. It should be special, too.Assignment:THE “TIMELESS TEST”Look
around your house and make a list of your very favorite things. It can be furniture pieces, fabric,
dishes, art, or a paint color. Which ones have you loved and/or owned the longest? Those
pieces can give you a good clue as to what feels timeless to you.ART AND GALLERY WALLSA
large-scale piece of art can definitely qualify as a focal point in a room, but I would encourage
you to think beyond traditional art. Some interesting alternatives are to hang a beautiful quilt,
perhaps a family heirloom, an old pull-down map, a piece of architectural salvage, or even a
small rug.In lieu of one large piece, you can also hang a bunch of smaller items in a tight group,
creating a gallery wall. Again, this doesn’t have to include just pictures and flat art, but can
incorporate clocks, baskets, textiles, etc. Grouping those smaller items together makes a bigger
visual statement.Two large pieces of furniture—an antique jelly cupboard and a primitive step-
back hutch—act as focal points in a room without any defining architectural features.
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John Forenz, “The title says it all!. Reading Feels Like Home by Marian Parsons was like sitting
down with an old friend over a cup of tea. Most of us do not live in our dream home. We may find
ourselves in a cookie cutter, contractor build or an apartment, sorely lacking in the character and
charm we crave. Marian gives step by step advice and projects that can transform your space
into a place that is uniquely yours. I was inspired by this book to appreciate my home for what it
is and start from there. It’s really made me look at every room and piece of furniture in a new light
and see it’s potential. If you are feeling discouraged about your home, I’d highly recommend
reading Feels Like Home. It is an absolutely gorgeous book that will leave you inspired!  ~ Beth”

Ebook Tops Reader, “So much more than just design "rules". I have followed Marian's blog for
many years so I was definitely looking forward to seeing what this newest book was
about.Throughout this book, Marian walks you through the process of how to make your home
work for you. Even if you don't share her particular aesthetic or style, the book is full of exercises
and questions that will help you identify your priorities. She guides you through thinking about
how you want your spaces to look, feel, and function.Many design books focus on general
design "rules" that don't necessarily represent the people who live there, but Marian shows you
how to add character to your home and to tell your story by incorporating things that are
important to you. She encourages practicing gratitude for the little things about your home that
bring you joy.Marian offers step-by-step DIY projects, helpful tips, and lots of beautiful pictures
that illustrate her points and for inspiration.I have struggled with identifying my design voice in
the past, often getting caught up in the current trends and different possibilities. Marian's
approach helped quiet all those other voices so I can listen only to my own. I was able to gain a
lot of insight as I read through each chapter, even stopping regularly to jot down notes for myself
with thoughts and ideas on how I can incorporate her process into my own home.The heart of
the book is that all of your home should be a place of beauty and rest for you - not just the
common spaces, but the ones nobody else sees. I would recommend this book, and I see it
continuing to be a staple in my own library for many years to come.”

Sonya, “The perfect book to walk you through creating the feel of home. Marian has been a long
time favorite blogger , author and talented artist. Her books are always full of timeless inspiration
and this one is no different. One of my favorite quotes she shared, "A room should feel collected,
not decorated." Albert Hadley. No one does that like Marian does and she is the best to teach
you how to do it as well. Marian gives practical tips and tricks for ways to create a home that is
unique to you. She includes assignments at the end of each chapter to put an idea to practice,
as well as decorating rules to break. The assignments and rule breaking ideas are one of my
favorite parts of the book. She also has some amazing projects included. So much value and
beauty in this book.”



Marti KM, “A wonderful book!. In "Feels Like Home," the author, Marian Parsons, starts Chapter
1 of her new home styling book with a quote from Winston Churchill. I was curious to see where
we would go from there! As a follower of her blog (Miss Mustard Seed) and on Instagram, I was
not disappointed. Her words read as if the book were a letter from a friend, sharing real,
achievable information and advice: Be proud of your home, make it your home, even break
some decor rules. Try something new and here's how to do it.By sharing photos from her home
and the homes of her friends and other bloggers, Marian shows not only her design but different
styles that meet the homeowners' needs and wants in creative ways, prioritizing rooms for
stages in life, such as creating a special area for the grandchildren in an adult space. I found
myself putting the book aside to think through one of her activities, try an idea, measure a wall or
shop my stash of fabric for a project.This book is reassuring yet thought provoking, offers simple
tips but challenges you to think and experiment freely, and reaffirms what home is - being with
family, creating meaningful memories, and providing a warm, attractive environment that suits
and reflects your life. Whether you are a renter, a new homeowner or a downsizer, this book and
Marian's examples and tutorials will give you the power to make your home just the way you
want it to be and to feel - like home.”

SA, “Gorgeous Book You’ll Use Again & Again. If you haven’t already “discovered” Marian
Parsons, you’re in for a treat with “Feels Like Home.” If you’re already a fan of hers, this book will
be like settling in with an inspiring, stylish friend. The book has lots of gorgeous photography,
which makes it a perfect coffee table book, but it also gives very practical advice and step-by-
step directions for things like painting murals and installing fabric wallpaper. There are 11
chapters, which would make this book a perfect template for following along in 2022. Buy it now,
get yourself organized, and use a chapter every month next year to inventory, curate, and refresh
your home - then take December to enjoy the fruits of your labor!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Fantastic Book. Stunning book ,filled with many ideas & information, also
advice on how to achieve a look & how to edit the finished room ,love it ”

helle, “Inspiring. This book is so inspiring. I have gotten so many ideas.”

becky, “Love this book. Lots of pictures and lots of decor advice. I flip through this book on a
regular basis”

Andrea, “Beautiful book!. An excellent book with inspiring, useful tips about styling your home,
lots of beautiful photographs!”

helle, “Inspiring. Very inspiring book. So many great ideas. The only thing I think is lacking is
ideas for us who is renting a place. Where you are not allowed to glue fabric on walls and where
you just can't replace doors.”



The book by Marian Parsons has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 447 people have provided feedback.
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